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Abstract

Expressions for zeroth, second, and fourth sum rules of transverse stress autocorrelation

function of two component fluid have been derived. These sum rules and Mori's memory function

formalism have been used to study shear viscosity of Ar-Kr and isotopic mixtures. It has been

found that theoretical result is in good agreement with the computer simulation result for the

Ar-Kr mixture. The mass dependence of shear viscosity for different mole fraction shows that

deviation from ideal linear model comes even from mass difference in two species of fluid mixture.

At higher mass ratio shear viscosity of mixture is not explained by any of the emperical model.
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1 Introduction

An appreciable progress has been made for studying diffusion, viscosity and thermal conductivity

of one component fluids. This has become possible due to the collective efforts of experiments,

theoretical studies, and computer simulations. The transport properties of the two component

fluids have also been of interest among physicists and chemists due to their composition de-

pendence and more recently from the point of view of glass transition. Extensive computer

simulation studies have been carried out to investigate transport phenomena in Lennard Jones

fluid[I-3], soft sphere fluid [4], and hard sphere fluid [5] mixtures. The composition dependence

of diffusion and shear viscosity has been one of the aim of these studies. The composition de-

pendence of shear viscosity of binary mixture from a theoretical point of view is not yet fully

understood. There exist models like ideal linear model [61 and an exponential model [71 for

composition dependence. But it has been found that there are deviations [3] from the predic-

tions of these models. Some microscopic theoretical studies based on mode coupling approach

[8] and kinetic theory approach [9] have also been made. Recently, Mukherjee et al [10] have

studied the composition dependence of shear viscosity of modeled binary mixture system. In

this modeled system, the two species have the same mass and same size but different interaction

strength. It is found that deviations from ideality are enormous in such a system. In real system

two species differ in mass, size, and interaction strength simultaneously. In the present work,

we study equimolar Ar-Kr mixture and a composition dependence of shear viscosity of modeled

mixture in which the two species are allowed to have only different masses. Similar studies have

been carried out earlier [11,12] for self-diffusion coefficients predicting weak mass dependence of

self diffusion in agreement with simulation studies [13,14].

To study the shear viscosity of mixture we have used the time correlation function approach

coupled with the Mori -Zwanzig memory function formalism. In this approach, memory function

is the basic quantity to be determined. The memory function can be calculated microscopically

using binary collision [15] and mode coupling theories [16]. Though, there exists microscopic

expression [17] for binary contribution but only for one component system. Alternatively, one

can study viscosity coefficient by investigating short time properties of transverse stress auto

correlation (TSAC) function and modeled memory function. In the present work we have derived

zeroth. second, and fourth sum rules of TSAC function. These expressions are quite general,

applicable to any two component system, and involve partial pair and triplet correlation func-

tions. These sum rules have been computed numerically for equimolar Ar-Kr mixture. The

result obtained for shear viscosity is in good agreement with computer simulation result[2].

In order to investigate the effect of mass on shear viscosity of mixture, we have studied its

composition dependence for various mass ratios of two species. It has been found that even the

mass difference in two species leads to deviations from emperical linear and exponential models.

The layout of the paper is as follows: In the second section, we present theoretical formalism
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and derivation of expressions for the sum rules of TSAC function for a general two component

system and isotopic system. In the third section, results and discussion are given. The fourth

section consists of a brief summary and conclusion.

2 Theoretical Formalism

The Green-Kubo expression relating transverse stress auto-correlation function, S(t) to viscosity

is given by
77 00 S(t)dt,

kBTV

where kB, T, and V are the Boltzmann's constant, absolute temperature and volume of the

system, respectively. Here, S(t) is defined as

SM == (J-Y(t)jxY(0)) 1 (2)

with
N

J,y(t) [,mjvjy(t)vi,:(t) + xi(t)Fiy(t)]. (3)

In above equation N = NI + N2 is total number of particles labelled as 1 and 2. xi (t) and vix (t)

represent x component of position and velocity of the ith particle at time t, respectively. viy(t)

and Fjy(t) are, respectively, y components of velocity and force at time t. The angular brackets

in Eq.(2) represent ensemble average. The TSAC function S(t) involves interactions among like

particles and unlike particles.

It is not yet possible to calculate S(t) exactly for a system of particles involving interactions.

Therefore, we study the time evolution of the TSAC function by examining its short time

properties. The short time expansion of S(t) is given as

12 _p4

S(t) = SO - S2' + S4 _' + (4)
2! 4!

where So, S2, and S4 are called zeroth, second, and fourth surn rules of the stress auto-correlation

function, respectively.

2.1 Expressions for Sum Rules

2.1.1 Two Component System

The zeroth sum rule of TSAC function is defined as

so = (J._17Y(0)J.11:Y(0)) (5)

After evaluating ensemble average in above equation, the expression obtained for So is given as

2
2 2 UYAvSo = N (kT) + n,, N, drg"' (r) x (6)

2 P7 V = I f
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Here, n. denotes the number density of species labelled as p. g4'(r) is pair correlation function

between particles of species IL and v. In Eq.(6) and what follows, we use notation

v a, U4, (r)

U1141 1, (0 ar,,,, ... , (9rct, (7)

P"(r), in the above expression is pair potential between the particles of species I.L and v. r"',

is ath component of r. Clearly expression for So contains interaction among like species andn

unlike species of the two component system.

The derivation of the second sum rule of TSAC function for the two component fluids requires

the calculation of ensemble average of product of the time derivative of dynamical variable J,,y(t)

at t = 0 with itself. It is defined as

S2 = (i.y (0) J.y (0)) (8)

where jy represents first time derivative of the dynamical variable J y(t). The expression for

second sum rule, S2 of the TSAC function for a two component system is obtained to be

)2 2 nN, ) 2]
S2 = (kBT drg�"(r) 7U"v + 6xU"v + (kBT)-lx2 (UILVYY YYX Ya

M f

2

+(kBT) E n,,n, drdrjg"'(rr,)xxiUYt',vU1"' (9)M f f 3 1Y-Y
p'V=1

where 93 (r, rj) is triplet distribution function.

The fourth sum rule is defined as

S4 = (jxy (0) jxy (0)) (10)

The expression for S4, is expected to involve partial triplet and quadruplet distribution function

in addition to pair correlation function. In the absence of knowledge of higher order partial

correlation functions, we have restricted our calculations only upto two body terms. Moreover,

in case of one component system it was noted [18] that three and four body contributions to the

fourth sum rule are opposite in sign. The expression for S4 involving only two body contributions

thus obtained is given as

- (kBT)2 2 2 (UAv 2
S4 nN, + f drgP- (r) [9 (k,, T) UAv + 16

2 M M, XXYY ya)
A

(U:A_)2 + X2 (U,, 2
'Y UYAY- + 1 0 x U yl'yv,, U�,",,' + 2 6 x U "Y' UY" v + 3+20 15 Uxx

X2 UYp'v v+ (kBT)-l Up U,,,, v
Y0

From expressions for SO, S2, and S4 given by Eqs. (6), (9) and (II), already known expressions[18]

for one component system can be obtained when the number of particles of either species is put

equal to zero.
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2.1.2 Isotopic System

We consider here a system in which two species differ only in their masses. The study of such a

system is important to know the effect of mass and concentration on shear viscosity. Analytical

expressions for the mass and concentration dependence of sum rules of the TSAC function for

such an isotopic system are derived by allowing all particles to interact with same pair potential.

Expression for zeroth sum rule is given by

SO('M2) = SO(Ml)- (12)

This implies that So does not depend on mass of particles. The mass and concentration depen-

dence Of S2 (Ml, MA and S4 (Ml, M2), is respectively, given as

S2(M I, M2) c + - C) Ml S2(,rni) (13)
M2

and
2Ml

S4 (m 1, m,2) c (I + c) + (I - c) (2 - c) + 2c(l - c) ml S4 (Ml), (14)
2 M2 M21 2 1

where c is concentration of particles having mass ml. SO(ml), S2(ml), and S4(mi) are,N

respectively, given as

)2 + kBT 2 uYlulSo(mj) = N(kBT 2 Nn f drgO'(r)x Y (15)

S2(Ml) = Nn(kBT)2 drg (r) [7 Uyy + 6x U7jyx + (kB T) - I X2 (UY.) 2
M 1 1 1

+NkBTn2 f J drdrI93 (r, ri) xxlUyyUiy_, (16)

and

S4(MI) = 2Nn (kBT)2 drg (r) [9 (kBT) Uxy-y + 16 (Uy,)2 + 20 (Ux")2 + 15Ux.,Uyy
M2I

+10 xUyycUxc, + 26 xUy,,Uyc, + 3x2 (U,.0)2

+ (kBT)_'X2UY.UY'3U.01 - (17)

The above expressions are zeorth, second, and fourth (two body only) sum rules of TSAC

function of one component system.

2.2 Expression for Shear Viscosity

To calculate shear viscosity from the expression given by Eq.(I), one requires to know time

evolution of TSAC function, S(t). The exact evaluation of time evolution is possible only for

a simplified description of atomic motion. Mori has shown, however, that time correlation
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functions obey [19,20] an equation of motion which determines their time evolution and is given

by
dS(t) t

dt fo Ml (t - 7-) S (T) d-r, (18)

where MI(t) is first order memory function defined as

Ml (t) = Yi (t) fl* (0)) / (I fl(o) 12), (19)

with

fl(t) = eXp(iQlLQlt)QlJ. (20)

Here, Q, is the operator projecting into the subspace orthogonal to the variable J(t) and L is

a Liouville operator. The quantity most required, for the calculation of time evolution of the

TSAC function from Mori's equation, is the memory function, Ml (t). Though, there exist ways

to calculate MI (t) in binary collision approximation[17] and with mode coupling theory. But,

the binary part calculations are still not known for the two component system interacting via

continuous interaction potential. On the other hand, several phenomenological forms [21,22] for

the calculation of MI (t) have been proposed. Following earlier work which has provided [18,221

reasonably good estimates of shear viscosity for one component fluid and the fact that Gaussian

memory dominates at higher mass ratio[ii], we choose

Mi(t) = aexp(_bt2/2), (21)

where, a = Ml (t = 0) = -SI and b 2 = S4 - S2, so that S(t) satisfies sum rules upto fourth order.so S2 so

Defining Fourier-Laplace transform as,

00
S(w) = i exp(iwt)S(t)dt, (22)

one can obtain a relation for the time dependence of S(t) as,

S (t) f cos (wt) S" (w) dt, (23)
7r

where S"(w) is imaginary part of �(w). Using Green-Kubo expression (Eq.(I)) a general ex-

pression for the viscosity can be obtained, which is given by

77 = -- S(W = 0). (24)
VkBT

From Eqs.(l8).,(2l),(24), and writing a and b in terms of sum rules, we obtain an expression for

the shear viscosity given as

2- (SO2)
77 n ) (S4 _ S2)! (25)

kBT S2 so S2

We will use this equation of shear viscosity and expressions of So, S2, and S4 to study the Ar-Kr

and isotopic mixtures.
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Table 1: Values of sum rules So, S2, and S4.The value of So is in units of 10-43j2, S22 and
S23are in Units Of 10-17j2S-2 and that of S4 in units of 101Oj2s-4

Ar-Ar Ar-Kr Kr-Kr
So 106-804 289.066 220.316
S22 70.948 195.546 140.615
S23 -9.823 -33.280 -16.516
S4 32.166 63.492 31.201

3 Results and Discussion

To calculate shear viscosity from the expression given by Eq.(25), one requires to compute the

sum rules So, S2, and S4. The zeroth sum rule contains only two body terms whereas, the

expression for S2 contains two and three body terms. In the present work, we have considered

only two body terms in the fourth sum rule. After carrying out the angular integrations by

using an analytical method, the sum rules have been computed numerically. The angularly

integrated expressions are given in the Appendix. The numerical computation of the sum rules

requires interatomic potential, partial pair and triplet correlation functions as input. Presen-

tely, calculations have been carried out for equirnolar mixture of Argon and Krypton by using

simulation data [3] for the partial pair correlation. The interaction potential for such a system

is Lennard-Jones(LJ) potential given as

12 (o,)61

U(r) = 4E (26)
r r

[ (17)

In the above expression of potential, value of E for Ar-Ar is taken as el 1 = 120K x kB whereas for
0

Kr-Kr 622 = 167K x kB. The value of interatomic distance for Ar-Ar is 0,11 = 3.405 A and that
0

for Kr-Kr is Cr22 = 3.633 A. For interactions among unlike particles we have used E12 = v/EllE22

and 0'12 = "' +'9'. The number density and temperature of the system are respectively, taken as2

1.79 x 1022CM-3 and 121.7K, corresponding to state where simulation studies have been made.

Numerical integrations have been carried out by using the Gauss quadrature method. The triplet

contribution to second sum rule has been evaluated using the method explained in the appendix

and is represented by S23. The values Of SO, S22, S23, and S4 for Ar-Ar, Ar-Kr and Kr-Kr are

given in Table 1. Here S22 represents the two body contribution to second sum rule. Using the

values of So, S2, and S4 given in the Table 1, we obtain q = 17.96 x 10-7 Nsecm-2 for equirnolar

Ar-Kr mixture. The corresponding computer simulation value [2] is 17.74 x 10-7 NSecm -2 . Thus

we see that there is very good agreement between ours and the computer simulation result.

The values Of SO, S2 and S4 for one component Ar system are 535-578 x 10-43j2 , 561.508 x

lo-17J28-2 and 374.383 x 1010j28-1, respectively. For one component Kr system values of SO, S2

and S4 are respectively, 1037.805 X 10-43j2 , 453.842 X 10-17j2 8 -2 and 183.468 x 1010j2S-4.

Using these values in Eq.(25) we obtain viscosity for pure Ar, i.e., 9A, = 10.32 x 10-7 NSeCM-2
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and that of pure Kr as 77K, = 38.40 x 10-7Nsecm-2. The corresponding computer simulation

values are 'qA, = 8.85 x 10-7NSeCM-2 and 77K, = 34.25 x 10-7Nsecm-2. The shear viscosity

of the Ar-Kr mixture as predicted by the linear relationship [6]

77mixture = C77Kr + (1 - C) 'qAr, (27)

is 21.55 X 10-7Nsecm-1, which is higher by about 20 percent than computer simulation or our

theoretical result. The second relation [7] called exponential model determines shear viscosity

of the mixture by

77mixture = exp [c In 77K, + O - c) In'qAl (28)

This predicts the value of shear viscosity of mixture to be 17.41 X 10-7Nsecm-2. This value is

more closer to the calculated/simulation value than the value predicted by Eq. (27). This finding

is in agreement with the earlier investigation [2].

3.1 Mass and Concentration Dependence

In order to check the validity of the above linear and exponential models, we will study here a

system where interactions among particles and size of the particles have been kept the same.

The sum rules for S2 and S4 given by Eqs.(13) and (14) have been computed numerically for the

various mass ratios and for different concentrations, whereas, So is independent of the variations

in mass and concentration. We have considered pure Ar system for the calculations for which

values of sum rules are already given. These numerically calculated sum rules have been used to

study the variation of viscosity with mass and concentration for the isotopic fluid. Fig.1 shows

the variation of viscosity with mass ratio at different concenteration (c = N11N)of particle of

mass ml for an isotopic fluid. Knowing that shear viscosity of pure system varies as square root

of mass, the mass and concentration dependence of shear viscosity for an isotopic fluid from the

linear model is then given by

77 = 770 c + (I - C) FM-2 1 (29)
1 V Ml] '

770 is the viscosity of one component system of particles with mass ml at c = 1. The mass and

concentration dependence of the shear viscosity for an isotopic fluid according to the exponential

model is given as
M92 (1-C)Ml

77 = 770 - (30)

The results obtained from Eqs.(29) and (30) are also shown in Fig.l. It is seen from the figure

that at c = 0.25 linear model is able to explain the mass dependence but for M2/Ml < 4. At

higher mass ratio the exponential model seems to be better. But at c = 0.5 and c = 0.75 the

exponential model predicts better results than the linear model but only for small mass ratio.

At higher mass ratio (> 4) there is significant departure from both models.

The composition dependence of the viscosity for small mass ratios (M2/Ml) 0.75,0.50 and

0.25 is shown in Fig.2 along with the predictions of linear and exponential model. It can be seen
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from the figure that at mass ratio 0.75 both the models predict the concentration dependence in

agreement with our theoretical results. However at M2/m, = 0.25 the linear model has shown

more deviation from our results than the exponential model. It is also noted that the larger

the mass difference the larger is the deviation from predictions of emperical models. Thus it is

an important finding that deviations from ideal linear model and the exponential model can be

attributed to mass difference in two species. Here, it may be noted that the effect of interaction

strength and atomic sizes, which is not included here, on the shear viscosity of mixtures may be

equally or more significant.

To underline reasons for this deviation, we examine the behavior of S4 and S2 with change in

concentration and mass ratio. It is noted that with an increase in MI/M2, S2 increases linearly

but S4 increases as square of mass ratio as evident from Eqs.(13) and (14). It is also found that

S4, does not follow linear behavior with increase in concentration, whereas S2 increases linearly.

Thus it can be said that deviations from ideality comes from S4 i.e., higher order sum rule.

4 Summary and Conclusions

We have derived expressions for the first three non-vanishing sum rules of the TSAC function

and evaluated them numerically for a two component system. Using these expressions coupled

with Mori's memory function formalism, we have calculated shear viscosity of equimolar Ar-Kr

system. It is found that our approach provides an estimate of shear viscosity in agreement

with computer simulation data. Further, it is found that the exponential model predicts better

results than the linear model in agreement with earlier computer simulation results. In order to

underline the reasons of deviation from the linear model we have studied mass and concentra-

tion dependence of isotopic mixture where the interactions among like and unlike particles are

assumed to be the same. The study of the isotopic system reveals that at large mass ratio there

is considerable deviation from the ideal linear model. Thus, one concludes that deviations from

the linear model can be attributed to the mass difference in the two species of a mixture which

in our case is coming from higher order sum rule. Further, for very large mass ratios there are

deviations even from the exponential model. Thus, one finds that two emperical models can be

useful only when two species of a mixture are not very different in their masses.

Acknowledgments: This work was done within the framework of the Associateship Scheme

of the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.
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Appendix:
The angular integration of sum rules of the TSAC function is done using the method explained

by Tankeshwar et al [18]. The angularly integrated expression for zeroth sum rule is given as

2 27r(kBT 2 00 4 2
So= N(kBT) + 15 1: nANV fo drgA' (r) r IA,.Ir + 5BjIVI I (A. 1)

AIV=1

where B and A = "9B. The subscripts uv on A and B imply that interactionr ar r ar
is among p and v species of the sytem. The angularly integrated expression of two body

contribution to second sum rules is given as

)2 2 47rnAN, 00 2 2 4 13 2
S22 = (kBT 1: drgPv(r)r 17B., + - CAvr + -AjIVr

AIV=I MA fo 5 3

+(15kBT)-'r 2 (A2 r' + 5B 2, + 2AI.LVBpVr 2)j, (A.2)
A A

where, C = 1 OA. The term containing the three body distribution function in S2 is angularlyr ar
integrated using an addition theorem which finally provides

SZO - 87r2k,,T 2 N, 2 nAnv f 00 00 drdr' +1 <g'v (r, r') I OBpV B1
15 1: ;W- E 0 fo f-' 1 3 AV

-Y=l 'Y A'V= I

+2A'vB1jVT i2 + 2AUVB IVr2+ A 2 /2 (3�2

UVA'vr r (A.3)A

where � is cosine of angle between r and r'. Since, the information about partial 93 (r, r/) is not

available, we approximate it using a method as follows:

First we write S23 in reduced units i.e., length in terms of o,, and energy in terms of E, so

that the integral involved is dimensionless. The expression thus obtained is given as

87r 2k,,T 2 N, 2 n. noc 2 2 (A.4)
S23 15- E ;W_- T, Ck ou

'Y am=,

where
+1

IC"3 = f f dr - dr" <g"3(rr')�[10B*'3B'* +2A'* B*O(r'* )21 3 a ao a�3 a

+ 2A* B'* (,r*)2 + A'* A* 0 (r* )2(,rl*)2 (3�2 _ 1)] (A.5)
O a'3 0,3 a

The superscript * means that the respective quantities are in reduced units. We approximate the

integrand to have same value for all partial triplet correlation function, true in isotopic system,

but with their weighted values in terms of their different strength of potential and atomic size.

The integral I,,3 has been calculated using superposition approximation.

The angular integration of the fourth sum rule of the TSAC function involving two body

distribution function is given as
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27r (k,,T )2 2 1 2 ' 2 [9 4
S4 = n,,N, + 1 ) f dr gl'-(r) r (kBT) DjLvr + 5 AAV

15 A'V=1 (m/I mv

+10 C,,,,r 2) + 294 A 2 r4 + 465 B 2V + 490 A,,B,,r 2 + 54 A,,C,,r 6 + 36 BAv
A A

4 2 3 6 2,,,rl 2 2 3v 2 81
x Clvr + r (kBT)-' (A ILVr + 3 BpVA A + 3 AIIVB ,,r + 5 B IL ) +3 C,,r (A.6)

where D = "9c. Expressions given here are suitable for numerical integration.r ar
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Figure 1: Variation of Shear viscosity of isotopic mixture with mass ratio of two species at
c=0.25,0.5 and 0.75. Our results are represented by lines. Diamonds, squares and open triangles
are the results from the linear model and +, x and * are from exponential models for c=0.25,0.5
and 0.75, respectively.
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Figure 2: Variation of Shear viscosity of isotopic mixture with concentration at different mass
ratio M2/MI=0.25.0.5 and 0.75. Our results are represented by lines. Diamonds, squares and
open triangles are the results from the linear model and +, x and * are from exponential models

for M2/MI=0.25,0.5 and 0.75, respectively.
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